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2 M Yangyx and B. G. Wybournez{1. IntroductionProblems in physics and mathematics can often be expressed in terms of orderedpartitions of integers associated with special shapes and special types of Schurfunctions (S�functions). In this paper we study a problem that arose in the study ofproperties of the real representations of the groups SUn. The entire problem may berecast as a particular problem in the theory of S�functions. We shall �rst introducesome de�nitions and then give a precise statement of the S�function problem followedby its solution. Finally we relate the results to irreducible representations (irreps)of the special unitary groups SUn. Throughout this paper we follow the notationsdescribed in Macdonald's book (Macdonald 1979).2. Some de�nitionsLet � = (�1; �2; : : : ; �`) be an ordered partition such that (�1 � �2 � : : : � �` � 0),possibly with trailing zeros to make the total number of parts of � equal to a positiveinteger n. Such a partition may be inscribed in a box B = (�n1 ) having �1 columnsand n rows as illustrated for the particular case of the partition (4210).The cells in the lower portion of B not occupied by those of � describe the shape ofa partition �c (after rotation by �) which we shall term the complement of � where�c = (�1 � �n; �1 � �n�1; : : : ; 0) (1)A partition �sc will be said to self-complementary if � = �c. In that case the box Binvolves two equal parts (to within a rotation by �) as shown below for the partition(6510).We may associate with any self-complementary partition �sc an adjoint equivalentpartition �ae such that�ae = (�1 + 1; �n�21 ; �1 � 1) (2)



Squares of S�functions of Special shapes 3of length `(�ae) = n and weight j�aej = 2j�scj. Thus �sc = (6510) is associated withthe adjoint equivalent partition �ae = (7665).The shape of �ae for a given �sc is obtained by the simple procedure:-1) draw the �1 � n box B.2) add one cell to the �rst row of B.3) delete the South-Eastern corner cell of B.The shape for �ae = (7665) is illustrated below.
!3. Statement of the problemLet the S�function indexed by the partition � be denoted by f�g. Denote thecoe�cient of f�g in the expansion of a symmetric function F by hF; f�gi. The threeproblems to be considered involve the evaluation of the following non-negative integershf�scg � f�scg; f�aegi (I)hf2g � f�scg; f�aegi (II)hf12g � f�scg; f�aegi (III)4. Some propositionsThe explicit evaluation of (I) can be made as follows:It is known that hf�g � f�g; fgi = hf�g; fg=f�giTo �nd the coe�cient, wea) draw the shape �ae=�scb) �ll the shape with �sci copies of i for 1 � i � `(�sc), such that the numbers mustbe weakly increasing from left to right for any row and strictly increasing from topto bottom for any column.c) further, if the letters are read from right to left, row by row, then the word mustbe a lattice permutation.Thus for �sc = (11 8865330) we obtain the �ve numberings below to givehf11 8865330g � f11 8865330g; f12 116 10gi = 5



4 M Yangyx and B. G. Wybournez{11 1 22 2 31 1 3 3 41 2 2 4 4 51 1 2 3 3 5 5 62 2 3 4 4 6 6 71 1 1 3 3 4 5 5 7 7 11 1 12 2 21 2 3 3 31 2 3 4 4 41 1 2 3 4 5 5 52 2 3 4 5 6 6 61 1 1 3 3 4 5 7 7 711 1 12 2 21 1 3 3 32 2 2 4 4 41 1 3 3 3 5 5 52 2 4 4 4 6 6 61 1 1 3 3 5 5 7 7 7 11 1 12 2 21 1 3 3 31 2 2 4 4 41 2 2 3 3 5 5 52 3 3 4 4 6 6 61 1 1 3 4 5 5 7 7 711 1 12 2 21 1 3 3 31 2 2 4 4 41 1 2 3 3 5 5 52 2 3 4 4 6 6 61 1 3 3 4 5 5 7 7 7Examples such as the above suggested the following proposition:Proposition 1.hf�scg � f�scg; f�aegi = d(�sc) (3)where d(�sc) is the number of distinct non-zero parts of the partition �sc.The above proposition comes from �rst noting thatf�=1g � f1g � d(�)f�g(with all other terms having multiplicities � 1.) and then that the shape of f�ae=�scgdecomposes into two disjoint shapes, one containing just a single cell and the other askew frame that has the same S�function content as f�sc=1g leading tof�ae=�scg � f�sc=1g � f1g



Squares of S�functions of Special shapes 5and thence to the desired result of Eq. (3).The square of an S�function f�g may be resolved into its symmetric andantisymmetric terms by use of the power sum plethysmsf2g � f�g = 12 �p21 � f�g + p2 � f�g� (4)f12g � f�g = 12 �p21 � f�g � p2 � f�g� (5)If hp2 � f�scg; f�aegi = 0 thenhf2g � f�scg; f�aegi = hf12g � f�scg; f�aegi = 12hf�g2; f�aegi (6)We may be assured that hp2 � f�scg; f�aegi = 0 if �ae has a non-null 2-core(Littlewood 1951).Proposition 2.if n is odd then �ae has a non-null 2-core whereas if n is even then �ae has a null2-core.Proof The 2-core of �ae is determined by the following steps:1) Make ` = `(�ae) even (adding a zero if needed).2) Form the augmented partition, �̂ae by adding the staircase �` = (` � 1; ` �2; : : : ; 3; 2; 1; 0) to �ae i.e. �̂ae = �ae + �`.3) Count the number of even and odd parts of �̂ae. If the numbers are equal then �aehas a null 2-core otherwise the 2-core is non-null.When n is odd we �nd that �̂ae has more even than odd parts and hence the 2-corecannot be null, conversely for n even the number of odd and even parts is always equaland hence the 2-core is always null.�In the case when f�aeg has null 2-core, the coe�cient hp2 � f�scg; f�aegi isdetermined by the 2-content of f�aeg(Littlewood 1951). Let c1; c2 be the 2-contentof �ae and " be the 2-sign of �ae. Then f�aeg appears in p2 � f�scg with coe�cient kand sign " if hfc1g � fc2g; f�scgi = k (7)The 2-content of �ae is determined byProposition 3.Let �ae = (�1 + 1; �n�21 ; �1� 1) with n even. If �1 is even then the 2-content of �aeare c1 = ��1 + 22 �n2 and c2 = ��1 � 22 �n2 (8)while if �1 is odd then the 2-content of �ae arec1 = ��1 + 12 �n2 and c2 = ��1 � 12 �n2 (9)



6 M Yangyx and B. G. Wybournez{ProofThe 2-content of �ae is obtained by reading the augmented partition �̂ae from rightto left and replacing the �rst even number by 0, the second by 2; : : : the n2 even numberby n� 2. Similarly, the �rst odd number is replaced by 1, the second by 3; : : :, the lastodd number by n� 1. Denote the resulting sequence by �ae Now, let�̂ae = �̂aeeven [ �̂aeodd (10)�̂ae = �̂aeeven [ �̂aeodd (11)where �even and �odd denote the partitions made from the even and odd parts of �respectively. Then the 2-contents of �ae are12(�̂aeeven � �̂aeeven) and 12(�̂aeodd � �̂aeodd) (12)leading directly to the desired result.�Proposition 4.If �1 is even then the 2-sign of �ae is " = �1.If �1 is odd then the 2-sign of �ae is " = �1 if n = 0 mod 4 or if n = 2 mod 4then " = +1.ProofBy de�nition the 2-sign is equal to (�1)inv(�ae) where �ae is as de�ned in Prop. 3,and inv(n1; n2; � � � ; n`) = Pì=1 inv(ni); and inv(ni) = cardfnj : j > i and nj > nig:This leads immediately to the proposition.�Proposition 5.If n is even, �sc � fc1g and �sc � fc2g, then,hfc1g � fc2g; f�scgi = 1 (13)Otherwise, the coe�cient is zero.In such a case all the S�functions of length � n � 1 arising in fc1g � fc2g areindexed by self-complementary partitions. The above proposition is known (Stanley1971).5. Final resultsWith the above propositions established it becomes a simple matter to solveProblems (II) and (III) leading immediately to1) If n is odd thenhf2g � f�scg; f�aegi = hf12g � f�scg; f�aegi= 12d(�sc) (14)



Squares of S�functions of Special shapes 72) If n is even and �sc 6� c1 and c2 thenhf2g � f�scg; f�aegi = hf12g � f�scg; f�aegi= 12d(�sc) (15)3) Suppose n is even, �sc � c1 and �sc � c2: If �1 is odd and n = 2 mod 4, thenhf2g � f�scg; f�aegi = d(�sc) + 12 (16)hf12g � f�scg; f�aegi = d(�sc) � 12 (17)4) Suppose n is even, �sc � c1 and �sc � c2: If �1 is even, or, �1 is odd andn = 0 mod 4, thenhf2g � f�scg; f�aegi = d(�sc) � 12 (18)hf12g � f�scg; f�aegi = d(�sc) + 12 (19)We note that since the plethysm coe�cients are integers, this proposition impliesthat when n is odd, or, when n is even but �sc 6� c1 and c2; then d(�sc) must be aneven number. On the other hand, when n is even and �sc � c1 and c2; then d(�sc)must be an odd number. This result can also be veri�ed directly by examiningthe shapes of �sc, c1 and c2.6. Self-contragredientand adjoint representations in SUnThe above problem was motivated by an analogous problem concerningrepresentations of the Lie groups of the generic type SUn. Let us recall a fewwell-known properties of the irreducible representations of SUn. The inequivalentirreducible representations of SUn may be labelled by ordered partitions of integersinvolving at most n � 1 non-zero parts. Those involving n parts are equivalent toirreps involving � (n� 1) parts viaf�1; �2; : : : ; �ng � f�1 � �n; �2 � �n; : : : ; 0g (20)i.e. One can remove any number columns of length n. The generators of the groupSUn span the real adjoint representation f21n�2g.The Kronecker product f�g � f�g is equivalent to the Littlewood-Richardsonevaluation of the S�function product f� � �g with partitions involving more thann�parts are discarded and those with n�parts reduced to fewer than n�parts using(19).An irrep of SUn, f�1; �2; : : :g, has a contragredientpartner f�1��n; �1��n�1; : : :g.If f�1; �2; : : :g � f�1 � �n; �1 � �n�1; : : :g (21)



8 M Yangyx and B. G. Wybournez{then the irrep f�1; �2; : : :g is said to be self contragradient (sc). The irreps of SUn arereal only if they are self-contragradient. All other irreps of SUn are complex. Thusthe Kronecker square of an irrep f�g of SUn will yield the adjoint irrep if and onlyif the irrep f�g is self-contragradient. Our problem was to determine the numberof times the adjoint representation f21n�2g occurs in the Kronecker square of a givenself-contragredientrepresentation f�scg of SUn and to determine the number of times itoccurs in the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the square. The relevant resultsfollow directly from those found in the solution of the three S�function problemsdiscussed earlier simply by noting the equivalence in (20) with, for given nf�aeg ! f21n�2g (22)AcknowledgmentsWe have appreciated comments and suggestions from R.C.King (Southampton).Our collaboration was assisted by Polish KBN Grant 18/p3/94/07 and NSF grantDMS9408221. The initial conjectures were stimulated by output from the C-packageSCHUR�ReferencesLittlewood D E 1951 Proc. R. Soc.A 209 333Macdonald I G 1979 Symmetric Functions and Hall Polynomials (Oxford: Clarendon)Stanley R P 1971 Studies appl. Math. 50 167-88,259-79
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